
MOTORSPORTS
APPLICATIONS

PUSHING PERFORMANCE

Aeroprobe’s Micro Air Data System (µADS) is a powerful air measurement tool that offers teams and 
designers a mobile solution to meet their needs. The compact size, light weight, and low power 
consumption of the system mean versatility – giving designers more flexibility to make optimal 

vehicle integration decisions and design choices.

The µADS can record and stream 3-dimensional air flow and vehicle acceleration data in real 
time. Professional driving teams can use this data to:

• Optimize drafting distances
• Respond to cross winds

• Evaluate chassis design
• Assess aerodynamics

Time is money – and on the track – seconds matter.

Improve aerodynamics with high-quality air data on and off the track
Aerodynamics have considerable impact on all aspects of a vehicle’s design and 
performance. Whether you need to evaluate individual components in a wind tunnel 

or test your vehicle on the road, Aeroprobe can meet your measurement challenges. 
Our innovative instruments are rigorously engineered and skillfully crafted with 

high-quality materials. 

Aeroprobe is the premier choice across race teams when reliable and accurate air data 
is critical. Our measurement solutions have demonstrated ability on the racetrack and in 

testing facilities to support improving:

• Safety
• Handling

• Fuel efficiency
• Overall performance

Boost efficiency with real-time data acquisition and processing
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• Stream real-time data through telemetry
• Quick-connect adapter for easy installation
• Low power consumption
• Data logging capabilities
• Weighs about as much as a cell phone

μADCs
A µADC is a compact, micro-processor-based embedded 
system that supports the acquisition and processing of 
air flow data. µADCs acquire pressure and temperature 
measurements from an Air Data Probe, apply 
aerodynamic calibrations, and send the processed data 
to a digital output stream and/or log the data 
internally. Each µADC in Aeroprobe’s expansive line 
offers reliable data with an unprecedented 
combination of size and accuracy.

Features & Options:
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• Tip diameters as small as 3.2mm
• NIST traceable aerodynamic calibrations
• Custom geometries and mounts
• Rugged stainless-steel construction
• Embedded temperature measurement

AIR DATA PROBES
Air  Data  Probes  are  the  ideal tools for motorsports-
related data acquisition. They offer a streamlined solution 
that integrates seamlessly with a Micro Air Data 
Computer (µADC) while allowing for calculation of the 
complete flow vector. With no moving parts, Air 
Data Probes are a vast improvement over traditional 
air data solutions. Their comprehensive and lightweight 
design is ideal for drivers and engineers looking to 
push the limits of performance and control. 

Features & Options:
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OPTIONAL GPS/AHRS FEATURES
Improve your competitive edge with our GPS- & AHRS-
enhanced μADC models.  Using GPS position data, 
motorsports teams can map the velocity and 
acceleration profiles of any track.  The vehicle’s 
orientation data can also be used to calculate over-
steering and under-steering. These optional features 
integrate seamlessly into Aeroprobe’s measurement 
solutions products for complete data acquisition and 
analysis.

Aeroprobe is the leading producer of air data and flow 
measurement systems to industries around the world. Our 
facility is home to cutting-edge technology that allows us 
to ensure the highest quality in all stages of manufacturing, 
from early design discussions to final calibrations in our 
onsite wind tunnels. Additionally, our team is comprised of 
highly-trained engineers who call upon ingenuity and years 
of experience to find unique solutions for our customers’ 
applications. At Aeroprobe, we strive to be revolutionary in 
all aspects of business, from our products and processes to 
our culture and customer service.
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